NovaGreen offers new concept in turf

NovaGreen International, Inc. will offer a new concept in grass surfaces for golf courses and driving ranges at Public Golf Forum.

“We have developed a patented process that provides the comparable playability and reaction of a top level natural grass system for golf,” said Wayne Larson, president of NovaGreen.

“NovaGreen turf is not limited to tee application only. It is used for putting greens, a great tool for shade areas and cart paths,” said Dave Daniels, operations director. You will see this artificial grass product at Booth 300.

Circle #210

Unicar launches single rider Acente

One look tells you this isn’t just another look-alike golf cart. And one ride will show you the differences go far beyond Acente’s sleek-looking, distinctive styling.

Acente from Unicar overcomes the limitations of the two-passenger golf-cart mindset.

Acente is ideal for convenience transportation—inside and around the neighborhood, to and from the local pool and tennis courts, quick trips to wherever—as well as being a better way to golf.

Acente’s smaller size and turning radius make it easier to maneuver than the typical two-passenger golf cart. It’s great for getting in and out of tight spots on a course and tight parking places and garages.

Circle #211

The Wind Cheater tames the wind

Golfers consider the wind when lining up a shot or deciding which club to use. But the wind doesn’t consider golfers. Wind and rain can ruin a weekend outing or an expensive golfing vacation.

The Wind Cheater consists of a clear, rigid plastic windshield and side doors that attach easily and quickly to most golf carts. The Wind Cheater’s clear polycarbonate panels won’t discolor with normal use. The Wind Cheater doesn’t crinkle, like soft plastic does, so you can see through it easily.

The Wind Cheater is made by Plastic Forming, Inc., in Fort Worth, Texas. It fits Club-Car, EZ-GO or Yamaha carts—most of the golf carts used in the US.

Circle #211

Aquamaster to highlight Oxymax

Aquamaster will be showing its Oxymax Aeration System at Public Golf Forum. It gives the aquatic manager a solution to water-quality problems when no fountain spray pattern or on-shore motor and compressor is desired. Oxymax works from the bottom of the pond, completely submerged, out of sight and silent. It couples an electric motor to a propeller water-transport system. The Oxymax Aerator is available from 1/2 to 2HP in single-and three phase motors. See them at PGF for information handbook and your nearest distributor.

Circle #125

At Medalist America, Our Turf Specialists Are Part Of The Mix

When you specify Medalist America preformulated blends and mixtures, you get more than performance-proven seed. You get a turf specialist who is an expert on the growing conditions in your region. There’s no guesswork on your part. Just knowledgeable, research-based recommendations from a highly skilled expert.

We believe knowledge is the key to turf performance. Knowledge about the application, climate, soil and seed. That’s why turf specialists have been a big part of our product/service mix for more than a quarter of a century. Contact Medalist America today about how well our mix of seed and turf specialists can work for you.